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Abstract

In this paper, we present an advanced deep learn-

ing based approach to automatically determine whether a

driver is using a cell-phone as well as detect if his/her

hands are on the steering wheel (i.e. counting the number of

hands on the wheel). To robustly detect small objects such

as hands, we propose Multiple Scale Faster-RCNN (MS-

FRCNN) approach that uses a standard Region Proposal

Network (RPN) generation and incorporates feature maps

from shallower convolution feature maps, i.e. conv3 and

conv4, for ROI pooling. In our driver distraction detection

framework, we first make use of the proposed MS-FRCNN

to detect individual objects, namely, a hand, a cell-phone,

and a steering wheel. Then, the geometric information is

extracted to determine if a cell-phone is being used or how

many hands are on the wheel. The proposed approach is

demonstrated and evaluated on the Vision for Intelligent Ve-

hicles and Applications (VIVA) Challenge database and the

challenging Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP-

2) face view videos that was acquired to monitor drivers

under naturalistic driving conditions. The experimental

results show that our method archives better performance

than Faster R-CNN on both hands on wheel detection and

cell-phone usage detection while remaining at similar test-

ing cost. Compare to the state-of-the-art cell-phone usage

detection, our approach obtains higher accuracy, is less

time consuming and is independent to landmarking. The

groundtruth database will be publicly available.

1. Introduction

According to a study released by the National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the Virginia

Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI), 80% of car accidents

involve driver distraction under different forms such as talk-

ing on a cell-phone, sending text messages, reading a book,

∗These two authors contributed equally.
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Figure 1. Our proposed Multiple Scale Faster-RCNN (MS-

FRCNN) approach incorporating face detection and steering

wheel detection problems into hand detection to determine

whether driver’s hands are on a steering wheel or not (the 1
st col-

umn) or if a cell-phone is being used (the 2
nd column).

eating, etc [10]. Everyday in the United States (U.S.), over

8 people are killed and 1,161 injured in crashes that are re-

ported to involve a distracted driver. According to [6], there

were 2,910 fatal crashes occurred on U.S. roadways that in-

volved 2,959 distracted drivers, as some crashes involved

more than one distracted driver, in 2013. Distraction caused

by using a cell-phone while driving, i.e. 411 fatal crashes

with 445 people died reported, is the most known example

which significantly hinders driver awareness and reaction

capabilities. Other secondary known examples of distrac-

tion are activities such as sending text messages, reading a

book, eating, drinking, etc. In most cases of distractions,

a driver just keeps only one hand or even no hand on the

steering wheel. Therefore, successfully detecting a driver’s
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hands on the wheel aims at several goals. Firstly, in the in-

terest of driver’s safety, it provides the levels of attention

of a driver to the road, i.e. using hands while operating the

vehicle [15]. Secondly, it helps to analyze and understand

driver behaviors, like maneuvering on a freeway or turning

in an intersection [7].

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) [3] is

leading efforts to develop and deploy computer vision and

machine learning based driver monitoring algorithms that

could potentially be deployed in real-world scenarios for

driver monitoring as part of a law enforcement effort. These

algorithms could be also used to automatically annotate the

videos that have been collected. FHWA recently commis-

sioned an exploration project that challenges researchers in

both universities and industries to develop an useful indica-

tor of the driver’s state to extract information regarding the

driver’s disposition, passenger information, and driving per-

formance (including detecting drowsiness, cell-phone us-

age, head pose tracking, monitoring if the driver has both

hands on the steering wheel, etc).

In this paper, we propose a Convolutional Neural Net-

work (CNN) based approach to handle the problems of

cell-phone usage detection and hands on wheel detection as

shown in Fig. 1. Our proposed CNN-based method named

Multiple Scale Faster-RCNN (MS-FRCNN) first detects

and extracts the regions of interest (RoI), namely, hands,

faces and steering wheels. Each RoI is assigned to one con-

fidence score. In order to investigate if the cell-phone is be-

ing used or determinate if both hands are on steering wheel,

the high confident scores together with following observa-

tions are used. Firstly, it always has only one steering wheel

per frame as shown in VIVA database. Therefore, the RoI

with the highest score is chosen in the steering wheel de-

tection module. Secondly, it always has only one face per

frame as shown in SHRP-2 database. Therefore, the RoI

with the highest score is chosen in the face detection mod-

ule. Finally, there are more than one hand per frame as

in VIVA database, thus, RoIs whose scores higher than a

threshold T are chosen in the hand detection module. The

geometric information is then used to make a decision if the

hand is on the steering wheel or not, i.e. investigating inter-

sections between the RoIs of the hands and the RoI of the

steering wheel. A similar method is also employed to check

if the cell-phone is being used, i.e. the RoI of hand holding

the cell phone is either on the left or on the right of the RoI

of the driver’s face.

This paper presents the following contributions :

• Propose Multiple Scale Faster-RCNN (MS-FRCNN)

approach, an improvement of F-RCNN [18], to ro-

bustly detect small objects like hands and faces col-

lected under various scales, poses and environmen-

tal conditions. The experiments show that our MS-

FRCNN archives better performance than F-RCNN in

both hands on wheel detection and cell-phone usage

detection while remaining at similar testing cost.

• The defined framework also has the capability to ro-

bustly detect the steering-wheel, the faces and the

hands in a unified model. Not only detecting hands

in vehicle, but our proposed method is also able to de-

termine if a driver is using a cell-phone or how many

hands are keeping on the steering wheel.

• Compared against the state-of-the-art cell-phone usage

detection[19], our proposed method achieves higher

accuracy, is less time consuming and is landmarking-

independent. Notably, facial landmarking is a very

challenging problem and time consuming.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

2 reviews the prior research carried out on detecting the

hands in vehicle, particularly focusing on hands on phone

and hands on wheel. Section 3 describes the state-of-the-

art Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN)

and its advanced algorithms. We also discuss drawbacks of

the existed methods in scenarios of driver distraction detec-

tion. Section 4 details our proposed MS-FRCNN method

and how to apply it solve the problems of cell-phone usage

detection and hands on the wheel detection. Section 5 de-

scribes the databases, the experimental protocols and the re-

sults obtained by our proposed method. Section 6 presents

our final conclusions.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review the previous work of driver

monitoring and the specific problems of hands on steering

wheel detection and cell-phone usage detection.

Regarding the hands on the steering wheel detection, the

multimodal vision method [13] was presented to charac-

terize driver activities based on head, eye and hand cues.

The fused cues from these three inputs using hierarchical

Support vector Machines (SVM) enrich the descriptions of

the driver’s state allowing for evaluation of driver perfor-

mance captured in on-road settings. However, this method

with a linear kernel SVM for detection focuses more on an-

alyzing the activities of the driver correlated among these

three cues. It does not emphasize the accuracy of hand de-

tection of drivers in challenging conditions, e.g. shadow,

low resolution, phone usage, etc. Ohn-Bar et al. [14] in-

troduced a vision-based system that employs a combined

RGB and depth descriptor in order to classify hand gestures.

The method employs various modifications of HOG fea-

tures with the combination of both RGB and depth images

to achieve a high classification accuracy. However, in the

context of this work, it is impossible to get both RGB and

depth images in cars since these videos are usually recorded

in low resolution under poor illumination. Mittal et al. [12]
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presented a two-stage approach to detect hands in uncon-

strained images. Three complementary detectors are em-

ployed to propose hand bounding boxes. These proposal re-

gions are then used as inputs to train a classifier to compute

a final confidence score. In their method, the context-based

and skin-based proposals with sliding window shape based

detector are used to increase recall. However, these skin-

based features cannot contribute in our presented problem

since all videos are recorded under poor illumination and

gray-scale level. Meanwhile, these proposed methods [22]

[16], [21] for hand tracking and analysis are only applica-

ble in depth images with high resolution. They are therefore

unusable in the types of videos used in this work.

Regarding detecting cell-phone usage by a driver, there

has been many approaches proposed including non-vision

based and vision and machine learning based approaches.

To estimate the distance of a cell phone in use from the

car’s center, Yang et al. [9] harnessed a cars stereo sys-

tem and Bluetooth network in an acoustic based approach.

Thus, their approach is able to determine the cell-phone in

use is from a driver or not. Breed et al. [4] placed three di-

rectional antennas at various locations inside a car to mon-

itor emissions from a cell-phone. To find the most likely

location of a cell-phone being used, a correlation could be

made. Zhang et al. [24] applied Hidden Conditional Ran-

dom Fields (HCRF) model onto features extracted features

from the face, mouth, and hand regions to determine if a

driver is using cell-phone. In their approach, they used cas-

caded AdaBoost classifier with Haar-like features for face

detection. They also used a simple color-based approach

for mouth detection. For the detecting hand region, they

incorporated both color and motion information. Artan et

al. [25] adopted a series of computer vision and machine

learning techniques for detection and classification. They

first used a Deformable Part Model (DPM) to localize the

windshield region. Then, they used a DPM based simulta-

neous face detection, pose estimation, and landmark local-

ization algorithm to locate a region of interest around the

face to check for the presence of a cell-phone. Finally, they

employed a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify to

determine if the driver was using a cell-phone or not.

Far different from those approaches, our proposed

method uses only one unified deep learning-based model to

robustly detect multiple types of objects to solve the prob-

lems of driver distraction detection and highway safety in-

cluding steering wheel detection, face detection and hand

detection. In our deep learning framework, the global and

the local context features, i.e. multi scaling, are synchro-

nized to Faster Regions Convolutional Neural Networks in

order to robustly achieve semantic detection. Furthermore,

we also incorporate feature maps from shallower convolu-

tion feature maps, i.e. conv3 and conv4, for ROI pooling

in order to enhance the capability of the network which is

able to detect lower level features. Furthermore, to avoid

poor performance because ”larger” features usually domi-

nate the ”smaller” ones, we apply L2 normalization to each

tensor before concatenating ROI pooling tensor,

3. Background

Deep ConvNets [2] recently have significantly improved

object detection and image classification accuracy. In

this section, we review various well-known Deep Con-

vNets, namely, Region based Convolutional Neural Net-

works methods including R-CNNs [17], Fast R-CNNs [8],

and Faster R-CNNs [18].

3.1. RCNN

The Region-based Convolutional Neural Network [17]

uses a deep ConvNet to recognize given object proposals.

It achieves great accuracy but is time-consuming. It is first

trained on object proposals and fine-tunes a ConvNet with

softmax regression layer at last. Then by replacing the

last layer with SVM and using the features from fine-tuned

ConvNet, the system is further trained for object detection.

Finally it performs bounding-box regression. The system

takes a long time to extract features from each image and

store the features in a hard disk, which also takes up a large

amount of space. At test-time, the detection process takes

47s for one image (with VGG16, on a GPU) due to the slow-

ness of feature extraction.

3.2. Fast RCNN

The main reason for R-CNN being slow is that it pro-

cesses each object proposal independently without sharing

computation. Fast R-CNN [8] tries to share the features be-

tween proposals. At test-time, it only extracts features once

per image and uses ROI-pooling to extract features from the

convolution feature map for each object proposal. It also

uses a multi-task loss, i.e. classification loss and bounding-

box regression loss. Based on the two improvements, the

framework is trained end-to-end. The processing time for

each image significantly reduced to 0.3s.

3.3. Faster RCNN

Fast R-CNN accelerates the detection network by the

ROI-pooling layer. However the region proposal step is out

of the network hence remains a bottleneck, resulting in sub-

optimal solution and dependence on the external region pro-

posal methods. Faster R-CNN [18] addresses this problem

with the region proposal network (RPN). An RPN is im-

plemented as a fully convolutional network to predict the

object bounds and the objectness scores. It uses anchors

with different scales and ratios to achieve translation invari-

ance. The whole system can finish proposal and detection

in 0.2 second using very deep VGG-16 model [20], since
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the RPN shares the full-image convolution features with the

detection network.

3.4. Limitations of Faster RCNN

Fast R-CNN [8] and Faster R-CNN [18] achieve state-of-

the-art performance on PASCAL VOC datasets. They can

detect objects such as persons, animals, or vehicles. These

objects usually occupy the majority of an image. How-

ever, in our problem we are interested in detecting hands

and faces, which are usually small and low resolution ob-

jects as shown in Fig. 8. The detection network in Faster

R-CNN has trouble to detect such small objects as shown

in the first row of Fig. 3 where Faster-RCNN cannot find

the small hands. The reason is that the ROI-pooling layer

builds features only from one single high level feature map.

For example, the VGG-16 model does ROI-pooling from

the ’conv5’ layer, which has a overall stride of 16. When

the object size is less than 16 pixels, the projected ROI-

pooling region is less than 1 pixel in the ’conv5’ layer even

if the proposed region is correct. Thus the detector will have

much difficulty to predict the object class and bounding box

location based on information from only one pixel.

4. Our Proposed Approach

This section presents our proposed Multiple Scale

Faster-RCNN (MS-FRCNN) approach to robustly detect

challenging objects, i.e. steering-wheel, face and hand, in

the videos and images collected in SHRP-2 [23] and VIVA

Challenge [5] databases. Our approach aims at synchroniz-

ing both the global and the local context features to Faster

RCNN to achieve semantic detection with the highest ac-

curacy. The average feature for layers in Faster-RCNN are

employed to augment features at each location.

The rest of this section will be presented as follows.

Firstly, we overview our proposed MS-FRCNN approach in

subsection 4.1. Then, subsection 4.2 presents how to syn-

chronize multiple scale features. Subsection 4.3 details our

implementation for the new normalization layer in the Caffe

framework. Finally, subsection 4.4 presents our proposed

MS-FRCNN approach to the problem of hands on wheel

and hand on phone detection.

4.1. Multiple Scale FasterRCNN (MSFRCNN)

The sizes of hands and faces in the observed images and

videos are usually low-resolution. Therefore, it is a chal-

lenging task for the standard Faster R-CNN to successfully

detect these objects. The reason for this difficulty is that the

receptive fields in the last convolution layer (conv5) in the

standard Faster R-CNN is quite large. For example, given a

hand ROI region of sizes of 64 × 64 pixels in an image, its

output in conv5 only contains 4× 4 pixels, which is insuffi-

cient to encode informative features.

ROI pooling

L2 Normalize

Concat
1×1
conv

conv1 conv2 conv3 conv4 conv5

RPN

fc fc
fc

fc

softmax

bbox

Figure 2. Our proposed Multiple Scale Faster-RCNN (MS-

FRCNN) framework.

To make it even worse, as the convolution layers go

deeper, each pixel in the corresponding feature map gather

more and more convolutional information outside the ROI

region. Thus, it contains higher proportion of information

outside the ROI region if the ROI is really small. The two

problems together, make the feature map of the last convo-

lution layer less representative for small ROI regions.

Therefore, a combination of both global and local fea-

tures, i.e. multi scaling, to enhance the global context and

local information in the Faster RCNN network can help ro-

bustly detect our interested object. In order to enhance the

capability of the network, we also incorporate feature maps

from shallower convolution feature maps, i.e. conv3 and

conv4, for ROI pooling (Fig. 2) So the network can detect

lower level features which contain higher proportion of in-

formation in ROI regions.

In details, our approach keeps the same definition of the

Regional Proposal Network (RPN) as in [18]. However, we

define a more sophisticated network for Fast-RCNN to train

these object proposals at various scales. Our defined net-

work includes five sharing convolution layers, i.e. conv1,

conv2, conv3, conv4 and conv5 as the standard one [18]. In

the first two convolution layers, right after each convolution

layer, there are one ReLU layer, one LRN layer and one

Max-pooling layer respectively. In the next three convolu-

tion layers, right after each each convolution layer, there is

only one ReLU layer. Especially, in three convolution lay-

ers, i.e. 3, 4 and 5, their outputs are also used as the input to

three corresponding ROI pooling layers and normalization

layers as shown in Fig. 2. These L-2 normalization out-

puts are concatenated and shrunk to use as the input for the

next two fully connected layers. In the final steps, there are

both a softmax layer for object classification and a regres-

sion function to take care of bounding box refinement.
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Figure 3. An comparison of our proposed MS-FRCNN against F-

RCNN [18] on detecting small objects like hands. The 1
st row:

F-RCNN [18]. The2nd row: our MS-FRCNN

4.2. L2 Normalization

As discussed above and shown in Fig. 2, in order to

expand the deep features of the defined objects at multi-

ple scales, we need to combine three feature tensors after

ROI pooling. In practice, the numbers of channels, scale of

value and norm of feature map pixels are generally different

at each layer, i.e the deeper layer usually has smaller-scaled

values. Therefore, naively concatenating ROI pooling ten-

sors usually leads to poor performance because the scale

differences are too large for the weights in the following

layers to readjust and tune. Then the ”larger” features dom-

inate the ”smaller” ones and make the algorithm less robust.

Therefore, a straightforward solution for this problem is

to normalize each ROI pooling tensor before concatenation

[11]. Also, in this work, the system is able to learn the

value of the scaling factor in each layer. This modification

stabilizes the system and increases the accuracy.

Similar to the original work, we apply L2 normalization

to each tensor. The normalization is done within each pixel

in the pooled feature map tensor. After the normalization,

scaling is applied on each tensor independently as:

x̂ =
x

‖x‖
2

‖x‖
2
= (

d
∑

i=1

|xi|)
1

2

where the x and x̂ stand for the original pixel vector and

the normalized pixel vector respectively. d stands for the

number of channels in each ROI pooling tensor.

The scaling factor γi is then applied to each channel for

every ROI pooling tensor:

yi = γix̂i

During training, the update for the scaling factor γ and

input x is calculated with back-propagation and chain rule:

∂l

∂x̂
=

∂l

∂y
· γ

∂l

∂x
=

∂l

∂x̂

(

I

‖x‖
2

−
xxT

‖x‖
3

2

)

∂l

∂γi
=
∑

yi

∂l

∂yi
x̂i

Where y = [y1, y2, ..., yd]
T

.

4.3. New Layer in Deep Learning Caffe Framework

In order to employ the L2 normalization, we need to in-

tegrate a Normalization layer into the current Faster-RCNN

architecture. In our implementation, we follow the layer

definition from ParseNet [11]. There are two more ROI

pooling layers that extract features from the third and the

forth convolution feature maps. The two ROI pooling lay-

ers, along with the original ROI pooling layer from the last,

i.e. the fifth, convolution feature map, then pass the data

through the normalization layer independently. The data

were scaled to decent values and concatenated to a single

tensor. We set the initial scaling factor to be 10 for all the

three ROI pooling layers to ensure the downstream values

in reasonable scales when training is initialized.

Next, the input to the fully-connected layer has to main-

tain the same sizes as the original architecture. Therefore,

an additional 1 × 1 convolution layer is added into the net-

work to compress the channel size of the concatenated ten-

sor to the original one, i.e the same number as the channel

size of the last convolution feature map (conv5), as shown

in Fig. 2.

4.4. Our Proposed MSFRCNN Approach to Driver
Distraction

In this section, we describe how to use our proposed MS-

FRCNN to solve the problems of driver distraction detec-

tion, i.e. cell-phone usage detection and hands on wheel

detection. Unlike the previous hands on wheel detection

approaches [13, 14, 12, 22, 16, 21], the proposed method

first makes use of deep features extracted from our MS-

FRCNN approach to individually detect the hand and the

steering wheel. We then use geometric information, namely,

the joint area between the detected hands and the detected

steering wheel to decide how many hands are on the steer-

ing wheel. The flowchart of the hand on the wheel detection

is given in Fig. 4.

In this method, we first apply the proposed MS-FRCNN

approach to detect a steering wheel and hands separately.

From the MS-FRCNN, we have a set of scores for the steer-

ing wheel detection and a set of scores for the hand detec-

tion. For the steering wheel detection, we choose a region
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Figure 4. A flowchart of our hand on wheel detection by apply-

ing the proposed MS-FRCNN (A): Steering wheel detection, (B):

Hand detection, (C): Hand on wheel detection
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Figure 5. Some examples of our proposed hand on wheel detection

method. The 1
st row: one hand is on the wheel. The 2

nd: both

hands are on the wheel

that gives the best confidence score because of the follow-

ing observation: there is always a steering wheel (whole

or partial) on the videos from VIVA database. As for

the hands detection, we choose regions whose probability

scores higher than the threshold T , T = 0.8, according to

our empirical results. The geometric information, namely,

intersection between the detected steering wheel region and

the detected hand regions is used to decide whether the hand

is on the steering wheel or not. In our experimental results,

if the joint region is bigger than 5% of the hand area then

the hand is on the steering wheel. Some examples of our

performance on the hands on the steering wheel detection

including one hand (the first row) and both hands (the sec-

ond row) on the steering wheel are given in Fig. 5.

Regarding cell-phone usage detection, we aim to detect

the face and the hands instead of the cell-phone since the

cell-phone is mostly occluded when being used. Further-

more, it cannot be seen even by human eyes because of

poor illumination, low resolution. The flowchart of the cell-

phone usage detection is given in Fig. 6. Similar to our

previous experiment with the hands on the wheel detection,

we apply our proposed MS-FRCNN approach to detect the

face and the hands in an unified framework. As for the face

detection, we choose a region with the best detection score.

Indeed, although a driver’s face maybe captured under dif-

ferent poses, it is always present in the videos (in SHRP-2

database) that we are interested in. Furthermore, we also

observe that if the cell-phone is being used, the hand hold-

ing the cell-phone is always located on either left or right

MS-
FRCNN

(A)

(B)

0.79

0.98

YES

(C)

Figure 6. A flowchart of our cell-phone usage detection by ap-

plying the proposed MS-FRCNN (A): Face detection, (B) Hand

detection, (C): cell-phone usage detection
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0.812
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Figure 7. Some examples of our cell-phone usage detection. The

1
st row: cell-phone is being used. The 2nd: there is no cell-phone

used

of the driver’s face. Our decision if the cell-phone is used

or not is made according to the geometric information (joint

left or joint right) between the detected face and the detected

hand. Some examples of our cell-phone usage detection is

given in Fig. 7.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Databases

The databases used in the experiments consist of a

”drivers in the wild” database, i.e. Strategic Highway

Research Program (SHRP-2) [23], collected by the Vir-

ginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) [1], and hand

database from Vision for Intelligent Vehicles and Applica-

tions (VIVA) Challenge [5]. By using these databases with

numerous challenging factors, we aim to show the robust-

ness and efficiency of our proposed method.

SHRP-2 Database: This database is collected by VTTI

in order to evaluate the capability of safety driving sys-

tem. In this collection, the platform was a 2001 Saab 9 -

3 equipped with two proprietary Data Acquisition Systems

(DAS). These videos comprised of four channels of video,

forward view, face view (resolution of 356 × 240), lap and

hand view, and rearward view, recorded at 15 frames per

second and compressed into a single quad video. These

SHRP2 face view videos are used in our cell-phone usage

detection experiments. We use the same training and testing

datasets described in [19] which consists of 1,479 negative

(no cell-phone) frames obtained 30 video segments of 11

subjects and 489 positive frames obtained from 20 video

segments for training. The testing dataset consists of 9,288
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Figure 8. Some examples of images in SHRP-2 database (the first

row) and VIVA database (the second row).

negative frames and 3,735 positive frames of 30 subjects.

VIVA Hand Database: The dataset consists of 2D

bounding boxes around hands of drivers and passengers

from 54 videos collected in naturalistic driving settings of

illumination variation, large hand movements, and common

occlusion. There are 7 possible viewpoints, including first

person view. In the challenging evaluation protocol, the

standard evaluation set consists of 5,500 training and 5,500

testing images. To use this dataset for our hand on wheel de-

tection experiment. Because there are two modules, namely,

steering wheel detection and hand detection used to deter-

mine if a hand is on the wheel; however, the labeling data

is only available for hand detection. Thus, we manually la-

bel steering wheels for both training and evaluating. We

consider the accuracy of the proposed system under three

cases: no hand is on the wheel, one hand is on the wheel and

both hands are on the wheel. The testing data is categorized

into three subsets containing 284 images without a hand on

the steering wheel, 2,691 images with only one hand on the

steering wheel and 2,525 images with both hands on the

steering wheel. The groundtruth database will be publicly

available. Some examples of images from SHRP-2 database

and VIVA database are given in Fig. 8.

5.2. Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed MS-FRCNN method on two experiments: (1) cell-

phone usage detection to answer the question that ”Does a

driver use a cell-phone while driving?” (2) hands on steer-

ing wheel detection to answer two questions that Q1: ”Is

there any hand on the steering wheel?” and Q2: ”How many

hands are on the steering wheel?”. We evaluate the pro-

posed method on the classification accuracy rates (Accu-

racy) and we consider the processing time by frame per sec-

ond (FPS) metric. The Accuracy metric is computed based

on the ratio between the number of samples correctly classi-

fied and the total number of samples. The proposed method

is evaluated on a 64 bits Ubuntu 14.04 computer with CPU

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770K CPU@ 3.50GHz and Matlab

2014a.

Table 1 summaries the results obtained by the state-of-

the-art [19], F-RCNN [18] and our approach MS-FRCNN

on the cell-phone usage detection.

Table 1. Performance of [19], F-RCNN [18] and our approach on

cell-phone usage detection with different metrics

Methods FPS Accuracy Landmark

[19] 0.1 0.842 YES

F-RCNN [18] 0.04 0.924 NO

MS-FRCNN 0.06 0.942 NO

Table 2. Performance of F-RCNN [18] and our approach on the

hand on the wheel with different metrics
Methods Accuracy FPS

F-RCNN[18]
Q1 0.91 0.04

Q2 0.65 0.06

MS-FRCNN
Q1 0.93 0.09

Q2 0.65 0.09

As we can see from Table 1, compared to the state-of-

the-art method [19], our approach is not only independent to

facial landmarking, but also achieves higher accuracy with

less time consuming. Notably, facial landmarking is a very

challenging problem. Following the same experiment set-

ting up and running on the same training and testing, our

MS-FRCNN gives better performance while having a sim-

ilar processing time (Frame Per Second - FPS) compared

against F-RCNN [18].

If low resolution and poor illumination are the big chal-

lenges in SHRP-2 database, under/over illumination and oc-

clusion are the biggest obstacles in VIVA database. In our

approach, the decision if the hand is on the steering wheel

or not is made according to detected outcomes from hand

detection and steering wheel detection together the geomet-

ric information between the detected hands and the detected

steering wheel. We divide the hand on wheel detection into

two sub-problems according to two above questions, i.e.

Q1 and Q2. The answer for the first question Q1 is a bi-

nary classification (hand is presented on the wheel or not)

whereas the answer for the second question Q2 is a 3-class

classification (two hands/one hand/no hand). It is obviously

that the second sub-problem is more challenging. The per-

formance of our proposed MS-FRCNN compared against

F-RCNN[18] on the hand on the steering wheel detection is

given in Tables 2.

The cases when our hand on wheel detection algorithm

fails can be divided into three categories: (1): occlusion

(the 1st row in Fig. 9): there is just very small portion of

the hand is presented, thus, our method fails when detecting

the hand; (2) overlapping (the 2nd row in Fig. 9): Some-

times there are two hands on the wheel and they are over-

lapped, we just can see (detect) one hand, thus, our method

fails when detecting the number of hands on the wheel ;

(3) over/under illumination(the 3rd row in Fig. 9): Under

ugly environmental conditions where either steering wheel

or hand cannot be seen, thus, our proposed algorithm fails

to detect either hands or steering wheels.
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Figure 9. The cases when our hands on wheel detection algorithm

fails. 1
st row: hand occlusion; 2nd overlapping; 3rd under/over

illumination

6. Conclusion

This paper presented an advanced deep learning based
MS-FRCNN approach to effectively solve the problems of
driver distraction monitoring and highway safety, namely,
the hand on the wheel detection and the cell-phone usage
detection. Our approach used the standard Region Proposal
Network (RPN) generation incorporated feature maps from
shallower convolution feature maps, i.e. conv3, conv4 and
conv5 for the ROI pooling. The experiments conducted
on VIVA and SHRP-2 databases showed our proposed ap-
proach obtained better accuracy, less testing cost and inde-
pendent to facial landmarking compared to the state of the
art [19], [18]. Additionally, our MS-FRCNN has archived
higher accuracy while remaining at the similar cost compar-
ing to Faster R-CNN.
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